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Aliens Among Us Jan 10 2021 Look closely.
Theyre here. In this thought-provoking
collection of short stories, some of the most
ingenious talents in science fiction explore the
secret lives of the aliens who walk among us...
"The Other Celia" by Theodore Sturgeon
"Residuals" by Paul J. McAuley & Kim Newman
"Eight O'Clock in the Morning" by Ray Nelson
"Expendable" by Philip K. Dick "The Reality
Trip" by Robert Silverberg "Decency" by Robert
Reed "The Mindworm" by C. M. Kornbluth
"Popeye and Pops Watch the Evening World
Report" by Eliot Fintushel "The Autopsy" by
Michael Shea "Or All the Seas with Oysters" by
Avram Davidson "Angel" by Pat Cadigan
_Among the Hairy Earthmen" by R. A. Lafferty
"I'm Too Big But I Love To Play" by James
Tiptree Jr. "The Hero as Werwolf" by Gene
Wolfe "Motherhood, Etc." by L. Timmel
Duchamp At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).
Vergil in Averno Feb 20 2022 Inspired by
medieval legends about the poet Vergil, who
was revered not only as the author of the
Aeneid but also as a powerful necromancer,
Davidson embarked on his Vergil Magus series
in the '60s with the intriguing novel The
Phoenix and the Mirror. In this sequel, Vergil
answers a magical summons from Averno, both
the wealthiest and the filthiest of cities. The
magnates there are worried about the waning
and shifting of the natural fires that have fueled
their industries and fouled their air. The bare
skeleton of plot is fleshed out with an eccentric,
wide-ranging series of digressions,
reminiscences, dreams and cabalistic glosses,
all in a rich, baroque, rhetorical style.
The Furthest Horizon Aug 05 2020 It is the
essence of science fiction to chart the
possibilities of the future, but it takes the hand
of a master to capture the farthest reaches of
time--futures almost unimaginably distant. The
Furthest Horizon collects seventeen of the most
inventive and audacious visions of the future by
many acclaimed writers, including: * Brian
Aldiss * Paul Anderson * Avram Davidson * Joe
Haldeman * Alexander Jablokov * Paul J.
McAuley * Ian McDonald * Michael Moorcock *
Frederik Pohl * Robert Reed * Keith Roberts *
Robert Silverberg * Cordwainer Smith * James
Tiptree, Jr. * Jack Vance * Walter Jon Williams *
Gene Wolfe
The Investigations of Avram Davidson Aug
29 2022 Like Malamud and Jackson, Avram
Davidson brought a unique level of charm, wit,
and intrigue to the short story form. Collected
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here for the first time are his remarkable
mystery tales, including the 1815 investigations
of New York's Chief Constable; a sinister lesson
in New England thrift; New Amsterdam river
pirates versus the KGB; treachery in nursing
home; and expatriates who will kill for a little
peace and quiet. "Aficionados of short mystery
fiction will be hard-pressed to find any more
ingenious and entertaining stories than those in
this volume." --Bill Pronzini, author of
Boobytrap
Dr. Grass Jul 04 2020 AN M.D. AS
OUTRAGEOUS AS YOUR DOCTOR'S BILL!
Ernie Spiegelglass gets high, gets involved, and
is about to complete his residency...he hopes.
Brash, brilliant, and often profane, Ernie (alias
Doc Sparrowgrass) enters the world of a San
Francisco clinic and turns the entire place
upside down with his riotous romances and his
own unique style-which includes treating
patients like people. The medical establishment
is turned off to his idea of medicine-from the
heart, not by the book-but Ernie can't turn his
back on anyone who comes to him for help,
even if it means jeopardizing his career. DR.
GRASS is a funny, honest, poignant book about
a hippie from the 1960s growing up and not
selling out in the 1970s.
The Kar-Chee Reign Jun 14 2021 Here there be
dragons... Earth was old, her riches gone. Her
children too had left her, all but a few who lived
peacefully off the land. And then came the KarChee, to crack Earth open and suck out what
remained of her richness, threatening the
twilight of the old planet with an evil beyond
anything that had gone before. With them they
brought their servants, beasts so cruel and
horrible that men could recall their like only
from ancestral nightmares, and named them
"dragons"...
Peregrine: Primus Jan 22 2022 Peregrine was
the illigitimate son of the king of Sapodilla,
which, as every schoolboy knows, was the last
pagan kingdom in the world to resist
Christianity. Cast out of Sapodilla as required
by law when he reached his majority, Peregrine
sallied forth into the Dark Ages with his page
Dafty and the rather time-worn sorcerer
Appledore to find his fortune. What he found
instead was: dragons, whores, Huns, Roman
legions, emperors, and a delightful collection of
mysteries and adventures...
Or All the Seas with Oysters May 14 2021
Supposing you were Dr. Morris Goldpepper,
D.D.S., kidnapped and brought to a strange
new planet, condemned to fashion sets of false
teeth for its toothless inhabitants? Supposing
you owned a bicycle repair shop and the
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bicycles began to take on a strange new life of
their own? Supposing you found an antique
telephone in a curiosity shop, dialed a number
and were connected with George Washington?
Can you imagine the results? Only Avram
Davidson can, and he convincingly transports
you to a world where past and future
intermingle, where weird creatures and events
rub shoulders with everyday reality.
The Island Under the Earth Mar 12 2021
Earthy, hot-tempered Captain Stag followed a
simple man's quest; Tabnath Lo the trader was
driven by obsessions; the enigmatic augurs
Castegor and Gortecas maneouvred toward
secret ends; and around them all the Six-limbed
Folk massed in hatred and plotted barbaric
vengeance...
What Strange Stars and Skies Dec 21 2021 A
creature from space who watched too many
American TV programs... A backwoods man
who spoke an unearthly language... And the
most singular events which occurred in the
hovel on the alley off of Eye Street... You'll read
about all of them, and many more, in this
fascinating collection of stories by Hugo Awardwinner Avram Davidson, one of the most
original and accomplished writers of modernday science fiction.
The Redward Edward Papers Apr 24 2022
This collection of works includes the novella
The Redward Edward Papers, along with five
short stories. Delicatessen was painted in
faded, faded, ornate letters on the store
window, and a battered metal sign advertised a
well-known soft drink. Edward had never been
in the place before, but the instant he entered
he recognized it as an archetype. Such places
are always owned by men named Hans or
Ernest and have splintery wooden floors which
are swept an average of once every quarter of
an hour. They smell very strongly of vinegar
and have very little on display in the way of
wares - on top of the glass display case, a large
pickle jar, usually almost empty, inside the case
a small piece of cheese, a small end of roast
beef and a small end of ham, perhaps one
knackwurst, a pint of salad, and some rye
bread. In that part of the establishment
referred to by Ernest or Hans as The Back is
the beer, the soft drinks, the stove on which the
coffee is made To Go. One winces at the small
resources on or out of which Erny is obliged to
sustain life, one goes on wincing for ten,
twenty, thirty years, wondering if Erny is ever
going to be able to make enough money to
afford a large piece of roast beef, an entire
ham, or a whole rye bread. And then one day
Erny isn't there any more and one learns that
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he has retired and moved to Florida where, in
partnership with his brother-in-law, a retired
plumbing contractor from New Brunswick or
Queens, he now owns and operates three
motels, a liquor license, a restaurant, and an
all-night grocery. Never again will one hear
Erny's inimitable conversation, to wit: "What
can I do for you?"... The odor of vinegar was
very sharp. The man behind the counter had
scant hair around his head and abundant flesh
around his jaws. "You are the Grand
Logothete", said Edward. This time, so sharp
and so strong the odor of vinegar that he never
smelled the mandragore at all, even after he
went blind and before he lost consciousness...
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Seventh
Annual Collection Oct 26 2019 Reaching from
the sky to the edge of the world, science fiction
is the literature of the imagination, and this
year's collection gathers into one volume the
most imaginative, exciting, and intelligent
fiction of 1989. This year's collection features
works by many of science fiction's greatest
writers--both veterans and newcomers-including: Neal Barret, Jr., Gregory Benford,
Alan Brennert, John Crowley, Avram Davidson,
Alexander Jablokov, Janet Kagan, William King,
Kathe Koja, Nancy Kress, Megan Lindholm,
Judith Moffett, Steven Popkes, Mike Resnick,
Robert Sampson, Charles Sheffield, Lucius
Shepard, Robert Silverberg, S.P. Somtow, Brian
Stableford, Bruce Sterling, Michael Swanwick,
John Varley, Connie Willis.
Peregrine: Secundus Oct 07 2020 Peregrine,
bastard son of King Paladrine, thought he had
trouble when he was transformed by a sorcerer
into a falcon. In fact, his real troubles began
when the prepubescent Princess Ruby changed
him back into...well, almost a prince. A bastard.
Whereupon he found himself dragged off by a
dyspeptic dragon, smooched by a sphinx, wooed
by the weefolk and finally appointed SubImperial-sub-Legate, which is still not quote a
prince, but somewhat more elegant than a
bastard...
The Boss in the Wall: A Treatise on the
House Devil Dec 09 2020 Professor Vlad Smith
is on a terrifying quest, one that will take him
from the halls of our most hallowed institutions
to the most run-down of old houses in blighted
neighborhoods. A mysterious committee,
shredded yellowed newspapers, a daguerrotype
of a Confederate soldier, a headless corpse and
a corpseless head.... These are the clues which
Smith must piece together to save his sanity
and his daughter, and uncover the terrible
secret of the Boss in the Wall.
The Four-Dimensional Human Aug 24 2019
SHORTLISTED FOR THE SAMUEL JOHNSON
PRIZE FOR NON-FICTION 2015 WINNER OF
THE JERWOOD PRIZE ONE OF WIRED's NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE We spend
more time than ever online, and the digital
revolution is rewiring our sense of what it
means to be human. Smartphones let us live in
one another's pockets, while websites advertise
our spare rooms all across the world. Never
before have we been so connected. Increasingly
we are coaxed from the three-dimensional
world around us and into the wonders of a
fourth dimension, a world of digitised
experiences in which we can project our
idealised selves. But what does it feel like to
live in constant connectivity? What new pleases
and anxieties are emerging with our exposure
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to this networked world? How is the
relationship to our bodies changing as we head
deeper into digital life? Most importantly, how
do we exist in public with these recoded inner
lives, and how do we preserve our old ideas of
isolation, disappearance and privacy on a
Google-mapped planet?
Brave new words Mar 31 2020
The Avram Davidson Treasury Sep 29 2022
Avram Davidson was one of the great original
American writers of this century. He was
literate, erudite, cranky, Jewish, wildly creative,
and sold most of his short stories to genre pulp
magazines.Here are thirty-eight of the best: all
the award-winners and nominees and best-of
honored stories, with introductions by such
notable authors as Ursula K. Le Guin, William
Gibson, Peter S. Beagle, Thomas M. Disch,
Gene Wolfe, Poul Anderson, Guy Davenport,
Gregory Benford, Alan Dean Foster, and dozens
of others, plus introductions and afterwords by
Grania Davis, Robert Silverberg, Harlan Ellison,
and Ray Bradbury.
The Phoenix and the Mirror Apr 12 2021
Legend has it that Virgil, author of The Aeneid,
was more than a mere poet. Legend has it that
he was an adventurer, an alchemist - a magus.
Driven to do the bidding of Queen Cornelia of
Carsus, who has taken hostage part of his soul,
Vergil embarks upon an attempt to create a
virgin speculum - a magic mirror - so that
Cornelia can locate her kidnapped daughter.
Virgil's quest to assemble this artefact takes
him across the ancient world to encounter
powers and prophecies, gods and monsters - all
the myths and legends of a time that never was.
The time of Virgil Magus.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Eleventh
Annual Collection Sep 25 2019 The dozens of
delightful stories in this anthology dazzle the
mind with visions of tomorrow and yesterday, of
here and now. On display is the work of many
of today's greatest writers--and tomorrow's-including: Brian W. Aldiss, Stephen Baxter,
Neal Barrett, Jr., Pat Cadigan, Jack Cady, Greg
Egan, Joe Haldeman, David B. Kisor, Nancy
Kress, Ian R. MacLeod, Maureen F. McHugh, G.
David Nordley, Rebecca Ore, Robert Reed,
Mike Resnick, Mark Rich, Charles Sheffield,
Dan Simmons, William Browning Spencer,
Bruce Sterling, Steven Utley, Don Webb, Walter
Jon Williams, Connie Willis. A long list of
Honorable Mentions and an insightful roundup
of the year in science fiction make the book
indispensable for every fan of fantastic fiction.
"Intriguing characters, creative settings and a
certain amount of consciousness-raising are
evident in many selections...Readers have a
useful jumping-off point should they wish to
continue their explorations of an expanding
literary universe."--Publishers Weekly
Rogue Dragon Nov 19 2021 Jon-Joras had
come to Earth simply to oversee arrangements
for a dragon hunt to amuse the king. These
hunts were as much pageantry as sport - the
dragons, brought to Earth centuries before as
pets of an alien race, were powerful but slowwitted. But suddenly the dragons had become
dangerous - quick, deceptive, a menace to the
nobles who hunted them. And Jon-Joras found
himself caught in the middle of an uprising that
could shake the powers that ruled the starworlds.
The Chronicles of Davids Jan 28 2020 STORIES
FROM THE FIRST NAME IN SCIENCE
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FICTION AND FANTASY! Fifteen stories
spanning the SF/F genres—all by a David.
Includes stories by David Drake, David Weber,
Gregory Benford & David Brin, D.J. Butler—and
more! Science Fiction and Fantasy with
Maximum Dave The history of science fiction
and fantasy is littered with stories by Davids of
distinction. Now, for the first time, an
anthology by people named David, for
everyone. Read along as editor David
Afsharirad guides you through the strange,
wonderous imaginations of the great Davids of
the field, past and present. Fifteen tales by
David Weber, David Drake, Gregory Benford &
David Brin, David B. Coe, D.J. Butler, Avram
Davidson, David H. Keller, and many more.
Herein you will find: a Depression-era magic
man who comes face-to-face with an ancient
evil. A once-promising filmmaker whose fate
depends on a movie-producing AI. A shapeshifting detective on the trail of a pack of
werewolves. A sentient tank who must confront
one of its own. And a diner regular who gets
more than he bargained for when he orders the
soup du jour. Featuring David-inspired cover
art by celebrated artist David Mattingly, The
Chronicles of Davids delivers maximum Dave!
Remember: with a name like David, it has to be
good! Contributors: David Weber David Drake
D.J. Butler Gregory Benford & David Brin David
B. Coe Barry N. Malzberg Dave Freer Avram
Davidson D.L. Young David Boop Hank Davis
Dave Bara David H. Keller David Carrico David
Hardy At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). About The Chronicles of Davids:
“Afsharirad brings together some of the genre's
most beloved authors with David as their first
name in a collection that covers time
travel…space opera…AI trouble.. and military
sf…a fun collection of imaginative
Davids.”—Booklist About The Year’s Best
Military and Adventure Science Fiction series,
edited by David Afsharirad: “Baen’s fan-guided
anthology series roars into its second year with
a collection of stories just as eclectic as the
first. . . . Afsharirad has put together a
refreshing military and SF anthology that will
be enjoyed by a wide range of
readers.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“This intriguing anthology explores the human
race’s violent potential [but] also bends toward
exploration and the triumph of the human
spirit, with brave tales [that] take the reader on
a fascinating, thought-provoking, enjoyable
journey . . . ”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) “[A] nice eclectic mix of
magazines—hardcopy and digital—and original
anthologies. Afsharirad seems to have cast his
nets admirably wide. . . . The variety of styles
and topics and themes, and the high level of
craft in this assemblage, prove that this
subgenre is flourishing. . . . [The collection]
should be welcome by raw recruits and
veterans alike.”—Locus
Futures Past Jul 16 2021 Change the pastãand
the future may come undone. An outstanding
collection of time-traveling alternate history
stories from 16 major science fiction writers,
both old and new. Every day, a thousand
possible futures die unborn around us-corners
not turned, paths not taken. But if one could go
back into the past and change it, the outcome
could be unimaginable. _Aristotle and the GunÓ
by L. Sprague de Camp _SitkaÓ by William
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Sanders _The Only Game in TownÓ by Poul
Anderson _Playing the GameÓ by Gardner
Dozois and Jack Dann _Killing the MorrowÓ by
Robert Reed _The We Frustrate CharlemagneÓ
b R. A. Lafferty _The Game of Blood and DustÓ
by Roger Zelazny _Calling Your NameÓ by
Howard Waldrop _What Rough Beast?Ó by
Damon Knight _O Brave Old World!Ó by Avram
Davidson _Radiant DoorsÓ by Michael
Swanwick _The Hotel at Harlans LandingÓ by
Kage Baker _Mozart in MirorshadesÓ by Bruce
Sterling and Lewis Shiner _Under SiegeÓ by
George R. R. Martin At the publisher's request,
this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).
Encyclopedia of Science Fiction Dec 29 2019
Presents articles on the science fiction genre of
literature, including authors, themes,
significant works, and awards.
Masters of the Maze Jun 26 2022
Rork! Feb 08 2021 Ran Loman wanted only to
be left alone, to get away from it all. That's why
he volunteered for duty on Pia 2, the most
remote, isolated world in the Galaxy. The
problem on Pia 2 was redwing, a plant used
throughout the galaxy as a medical fixative.
Redwing grew ony on Pia 2. And lately, less and
less was being harvested. Lomar's assignment
was simple: find out why, and do something
about it. Station Officer Tan Carlo Harb tried to
warn him the job might not be quite as simple
as it sounded. But Lomar had to find out for
himself about the strange inhabitants of Pia 2 the Tocks, the Tame ones and the Wild ones,
and the mysterious, legendary "rorks" that
everyone feared. A murder and kidnapping that
sent Lomar and a Wild Tock woman across an
uncharted rork continent on their own taught
Lomar rather more than he bargained for . . .
The Enemy of My Enemy Sep 17 2021 The
Seven Signs of Tarnis were: Green eyes Long
fingers Long ears, with tips Smooth and
hairless bodies Full mouths Slender feet
Melodious voices Jerrod Northi - rogue, pirate
and a citizen of Pemath - was desperate enough
to want to go through the transformation. It
cost 100,000 units for the Craftsmen to endow
him with the Seven Signs - a rather steep price
even for him. But he would pay it somehow, for
since the attack of the deadly leeris, he feared
that the cost of missing this opportunity to find
a refuge in the land of Tarnis would be even
higher.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: First Annual
Collection Jun 22 2019 This collection launched
the popular and long-running "The Year's Best
Science Fiction" series: Fantastic Science
Fiction! The Year's Best -- And Biggest
Collection Here's the cream of the crop: short
stories, novelettes, novellas by science fiction
writers already famous and awarded for their
high-quality work in science fiction. Writers
like: Poul Anderson Joe Haldeman Tanith Lee
George R.R. Martin Robert Silverberg James
Tiptree, Jr. Vernor Vinge Gene Wolfe Plus
writers who are newer to the field, but just as
excellent! These are the stories that will vie for
the Hugo and Nebula Awards this year. And
we've got them all! Not ten. Not twenty. 25
GREAT SF TALES. Each one is chosen by
renowned SF writer and editor Gardner R.
Dozois. Among them are "Black Air" by Kim
Stanley Robinson, "Blood Music" and
"Hardfought" by Greg Bear, "Blind Shemmy" by
Jack Dann, "Cicada Queen" by Bruce Sterling
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and "Slow Birds" by Ian Watson.
Everybody Has Somebody in Heaven May 26
2022 This complete collection of the Jewish
stories written by Hugo Award Winner Avram
Davidson. Includes "The Golem" and "The
Fisherman...A Tashlich Legend."
The Mammoth Book of Awesome Comic Fantasy
Jun 02 2020 A new and truly awesome
collection of comic fantasy masterpieces! It
isn't often you find a posse of Greek goddesses
putting down insurrection among unruly
classical mortals, stranded aliens escaping
earth in a church converted into a rocket, or a
light-fingered time-traveller attempting to steal
the universe - but here they all are, in another
selection of bizarre comic fantasies.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Sixteenth
Annual Collection Aug 17 2021 The past
through tomorrow are boldly imagined and
reinvented in the twenty-five stories collected
in this showcase anthology. Many of the field's
finest practitioners are represented here, along
with stories from promising newcomers,
including: William Barton * Rob Chilson * Tony
Daniel * Cory Doctorow * Jim Grimsley *
Gwyneth Jones * Chris Lawson * Ian McDonald
* Robert Reed * William Browning Spencer *
Allen Steele * Michael Swanwick * Howard
Waldrop * Cherry Wilder * Liz Williams A useful
list of honorable mentions and Dozois's
insightful summation of the year in sf round out
this anthology, making it indispensable for
anyone interested in SF today.
Short Story Index Jul 28 2022
Strange Seas and Shores Feb 29 2020 A
collection of some of the best short story work
from the Hugo and World Fantasy Award
winning author. This short story collection
contains: Sacheverell; Take Wooden Indians;
The Vat; The Tail Tied Kings; Paramount Ulj; A
Bottle Full of Kismet; The Goobers; Dr Morris
Goldpepper Returns; The Certificate; Ogre in
the Vly; Apres Nous; Climacteric; Yo Ho and
Up; The Sixty Third Street Station; The House
the Blakeneys Built; The Power of Every Root;
and The Sources of the Nile.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twelfth
Annual Collection Jul 24 2019 To read is to
journey, and to read science fiction is to
venture into a myriad of imaginative and
delightful worlds, such as: - Robert Reed's
fabulous galaxy-circling starship and its
fascinating inhabitants, "The Remoras" - The
planet Mercury, where there is more than
meets the eye in Stephen Baxter's "Cilia-ofGold" - Two very different Hainish worlds--with
very different customs--in two knockout
novellas by Ursula K. Le Guin - A junkyard in
Brooklyn that won't stay put in "The Hole in the
Hole" by Terry Bisson In all, this volume
presents twenty-three of the finest works of
speculative fiction published in the past year,
including stories by such diverse and fantastic
talents as Michael Bishop, Pat Cadigan, Greg
Egan, Eliot Fintushel, Michael F. Flynn, Lisa
Goldstein, Joe Haldeman, Katharine Kerr,
Nancy Kress, Maureen F. McHugh, Mike
Resnick, Mary Rosenblum, Geoff Ryman,
William Sanders, Brian Stableford, George
Turner, Howard Waldrop, Walter Jon Williams.
Rounded out with Gardner Dozois's insightful
overview of the year in science fiction and a
long list of recommended reading, this volume
is the starting point for dozens of delightful
ventures into the marvels of human
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imagination. "Dozois's intelligently and ably
put-together anthology does its stated job as
well as any one book or editor could. Even with
competition, it would still be the best of the
Best."--Publishers Weekly
Brave New Words May 02 2020 Winner of a
2008 Hugo Award, this new paperback takes
readers on spectacular tour of the language
created by science fiction. From "Stargate" to
"Force Field," this dictionary opens a
fascinating window into an entire genre,
through the words invented by science fiction's
most talented writers, critics, and fans. Each
entry includes numerous citations of the word's
usage, from the earliest known appearance
forward. Drawn not only from science fiction
novels and stories, citations also come from
fanzines, screenplays, comics, songs, and the
Internet.
The Adventures of Doctor Eszterhazy Nov 07
2020 This invaluable collection of Avram
Davidson's resonant, witty short stories
describes some incidents in the career of manytimes-Doctor Engelbert Eszterhazy, loyal
subject of the Triune Monarchy of ScythiaPannonia-Transbalkania, located in a
nineteenth-century Europe whose political
landscape will be, after a little reflection,
familiar to most fantasy readers. Enquire with
Doctor Eszterhazy into curious matters - the
lurley; the old woman who lived with a bear;
gingerbread men; dancing goats; and more.
Marco Polo and the Sleeping Beauty Sep 05
2020 Ten years in the service of Kublai
Kahn...Marco, Niccolo, and Maffeo Polo have
seen magic and miracles, and accumulated
riches beyond their dreaming. But now all they
want is to return to their beloved Venice. Alas as the only Westerners in the glittering Mongol
court, they are high favourites with the Khan of
Khans. And before he will allow them to leave,
they must undertake one strange, final quest.
Kublai is beginning to suffer the ravages of old
age. Tales have reached him of a mysterious
princess who sleeps forever, yet remains
forever young, unaging...Surely she has the
secret of immortality. Bring me the princess, he
tells the Polos, and you are free!
The Avram Davidson Treasury Oct 31 2022
Avram Davidson was one of the great original
American writers of this century. He was
erudite, cranky, Jewish, wildly creative, and
sold most of his wonderful stories to pulp
magazines. They are wonderful. Now his estate
and his friends have brought together a
definitive collection of his finest work, each
story introduced by an SF luminary: writers like
Ursula K. Le Guin, William Gibson, Poul
Anderson, Gene Wolfe, Guy Davenport, Peter S.
Beagle, Gregory Benford, Thomas M. Disch,
and dozens of others. This is a volume every
lover of fantasy will need to own. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Mutiny in Space Oct 19 2021 Marooned on an
unknown planet, the Persephone's officers
moved warily through the forest. They had
escaped the mutineers, but they knew there
was danger ahead ... but what was it? The
answer came in a howl of fury and a charge by
grotesque armed figures - an army of deathdealing women! Avram Davidson, noted for his
classic science-fiction short stories, tells a
rousing tale of adventure in space and on an
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incredible planet.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Fifth
Annual Collection Nov 27 2019 The multiple
Locus Award-winning annual collection of the
year's best science fiction stories. In the new
millennium, what secrets lay beyond the far
reaches of the universe? What mysteries belie
the truths we once held to be self-evident? The
world of science fiction has long been a
porthole into the realities of tomorrow, blurring
the line between life and art. Now, in The
Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Fifth Annual
Collection, the very best SF authors explore
ideas of a new world. This venerable collection
brings together award-winning authors and
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masters of the field. Featuring short stories
from acclaimed authors such as Indrapramit
Das, Nancy Kress, Alastair Reynolds, Eleanor
Arnason, James S.A. Corey & Lavie Tidhar, an
extensive recommended reading guide and a
summation of the year in science fiction, this
annual compilation has become the definitive
must-read anthology for all science fiction fans
and readers interested in breaking into the
genre.
Clash of Star-Kings Mar 24 2022 You might
have thought that the Fiesta of the Holy Hermit
in the Mexican town of Los Remedios was just
another of those quaint colourful ceremonies
that the Indian natives put on each year for the
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mystification of tourists. And perhaps for the
past few hundred years it had bee nothing more
than that - but this year was to be different. For
Jacob Clay, the American expatriate, had been
poking into the buried secrets of that mountain
community which dated back before the Aztec
Empire, and he had begun to entertain a
shocking suspicion. Before that fiesta was over
he was due to learn the volcanic reality behind:
The Holy Hermit - a mummy that was not a
mummy... Tlaloc - a statue that was not just a
thing of stone... Huitzilopochtli - a legend that
was stark realism... And what started as a
holiday turned into a nightmare on which
pivoted the fates of the very stars themselves!
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